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OPTIMAL QUADRATURE FOR HAAR WAVELET SPACES
STEFAN HEINRICH, FRED J. HICKERNELL, AND RONG-XIAN YUE

Abstract. This article considers the error of the scrambled equidistribution
quadrature rules in the worst-case, random-case, and average-case settings.
The underlying space of integrands is a Hilbert space of multidimensional
Haar wavelet series, Hwav . The asymptotic orders of the errors are derived for
the case of the scrambled (λ, t, m, s)-nets and (t, s)-sequences. These rules are
shown to have the best asymptotic convergence rates for any random quadrature rule for the space of integrands Hwav .

1. Introduction
Base b scrambling quadrature, proposed by Owen [Owe95], is a hybrid of Monte
Carlo and quasi-Monte Carlo methods. One starts with a low discrepancy set
or sequence and randomly permutes the digits of the points. When applied to a
(t, m, s)-net or a (t, s)-sequence [Nie92, Lar98], the result is a new net or sequence
with the same t-value. Since each scrambled point is uniformly distributed over
the unit cube, the resulting scrambled quadrature rule is unbiased. Moreover, the
quadrature error may be estimated by performing a number of replications of the
scrambled rule. Furthermore, there is a central limit theorem for (0, m, s)-nets as
m tends to infinity [Loh01].
The purpose of this article is to show that scrambled net quadrature rules are
optimal for spaces of functions that are multidimensional Haar wavelet series. This
means that the asymptotic convergence rate for scrambled net quadrature is the
highest possible for any quadrature rule. This result holds for worst-case, randomcase and average-case error analyses, and the asymptotic convergence rates are
obtained explicitly.
The integration problem studied here is integration over the s-dimensional unit
cube:
Z
f (x)dx.
I(f ) =
[0,1)s

Quadrature rules to approximate this integral take the form
n
X
wi f (xi )
(1)
Q(f ; P, {wi }) =
i=1
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for some set of nodes P = {x1 , . . . , xn } ⊂ [0, 1)s and some set of weights {wi } =
{w1 , . . . , wn }. Quasi-Monte Carlo quadrature methods choose P to be a set of
points evenly distributed over the integration domain, and wi = n−1 for all i.
The quality of a quadrature rule can be assessed by a worst-case, random-case,
or average-case error analysis [HW01]. Let H denote some separable Hilbert space
of measurable functions, and let B be the unit ball in H, i.e., B = {f ∈ H :
kf kH ≤ 1}. The quadrature error for a specific integrand in H and a specific
quadrature rule Q is given by Err(f ; Q) = I(f ) − Q(f ; P, {wi }). Suppose that Q is
random, i.e., the nodes, weights, and number of function evaluations are all chosen
randomly. Specifically, let Q be chosen from some sample space Qn equipped with
some probability distribution µ, where the average number of function evaluations is
n. (Deterministic quadrature rules are the case where Qn has a single element.) It is
assumed that any particular quadrature rule makes at least one function evaluation,
so that (1) makes sense. In the average case we assume that H is equipped with a
probability measure such that E kf k2H = 1.
The worst-case, random-case, and average-case error criteria for a given Hilbert
space of integrands and type of rules are:
(2a)
(2b)
(2c)

worst-case:

ew (H; Qn ) := rms sup |Err(f ; Q)| ,

random-case:

e (H; Qn ) := sup rms |Err(f ; Q)| ,

average-case:

e (H; Qn ) := rms rms |Err(f ; Q)| .

Q∈Qn f ∈B

r

f ∈B Q∈Qn

a

Q∈Qn f ∈H

The operator rms means root mean square (or the respective expression with the
upper integral if the function to which rms is applied is not measurable).
The optimal error criteria for a Hilbert space are defined as the infima of the
above with respect to all possible quadrature rules:
ex (H, n) := inf ex (H; Qn ),

(3)

Qn

x ∈ {w, r, a}.

A sequence of random quadrature rules (Qnm )m=0,1,2,... is said to be optimal if it
has the same asymptotic order as the best possible quadrature rules. Specifically,
one has worst-case, random-case, and average-case optimality, respectively, if there
exists some nonzero constant C independent of n such that for all n = 1, 2, . . . ,
min ex (H; Qnm ) ≤ Cex (H, n),

nm ≤n

where x = w, r, a, respectively. It is possible for a sequence of quadrature rules to
be optimal for one of the above criteria and not for the others.
This article is concerned with Haar wavelet spaces, Hwav , defined in Section 2,
and quadrature rules based on scrambled (λ, t, m, s)-nets and (t, s)-sequences in
base b and weights all chosen to be wi = 1/n. It is shown in Corollary 11 that
scrambled net rules, Qsc,n , are optimal for integrating functions in Hwav in the
worst, random, and average cases. This is done by showing that for some constants
Cup and Clo and some function hx (n),
(4)

min ex (Hwav ; Qsc,nm ) ≤ Cup hx (n),

nm ≤n

n = 1, 2, . . . ,

in Theorem 8, and
(5)

Clo hx (n) ≤ ex (Hwav , n),

n = 1, 2, . . . ,
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in Theorems 9 and 10. Here x ∈ {w, r, a} again. The formula for hx (n) is found
explicitly, so the asymptotic convergence rate is known. Equation (4) can be derived
by applying the results of [Hic96, HH99, HY00] for worst-case and average-case error
and the results of [Owe97a, Owe97b, Owe98, Yue99, YM99] for random-case error.
The problem of tractability (unbounded dimension) is not considered here, but
has been studied by [YH01]. Obtaining lower bounds relies on constructing test
functions (or systems of such, with a measure on them, in the random-case) that
cannot be integrated too well by any quadrature rule. This approach is explained
in [Nov88] and [Hei93].
There are a couple of reasons for considering the Hilbert space Hwav . First,
the technical details of computing the upper bounds in (4) for scrambled nets are
relatively easy for this space compared to other spaces. In other words, Hwav seems
to be the natural space for studying scrambled net quadrature. Second, it is known
that for many other spaces H, computing ew (H; Qsc,n ) is equivalent to computing
ew (Hwav ; Qsc,n ) [HY00]. A similar relationship holds for average-case error analysis,
but unfortunately the situation is not so simple for random-case error analysis.
2. Function spaces spanned by Haar wavelets
This section defines the multidimensional spaces of Haar wavelets that are used
in [Owe97a] and elsewhere. Let b be an integer greater than one that will denote
the base of the Haar wavelets and the (t, s)-sequences. Define the univariate basic
wavelet functions,
ψγ (x) = b1/2 1bbxc=γ − b−1/2 1bxc=0 ,

γ = 0, 1, . . . , b − 1,

where 1{·} denotes the characteristic function, and bxc denotes the floor function of
x or greatest integer less than or equal to x. For integers 0 ≤ κ and 0 ≤ τ < bκ the
dilated and translated versions of the above functions are the following univariate
wavelets:
ψκτ γ (x) = bk/2 ψγ (bκ x − τ ) = b(k−1)/2 (b1bbk+1 xc=bτ +γ − 1bbk xc=τ ).
For each subset u of the coordinate axes {1, . . . , s}, let |u| denote the cardinality
of u, and let ū denote the complement, {1, . . . , s} − u. For each r ∈ u let κr , τr
and γr be integers with κr ≥ 0, 0 ≤ τr < bκr and 0 ≤ γr < b. Define the vectors
κ = (κr )r∈u , τ = (τr )r∈u , and γ = (γr )r∈u . Let ψuκτ γ be a product over r ∈ u of
the dilated and translated wavelets, i.e.,
Y
ψκr τr γr (xr )
ψuκτ γ (x) :=
r∈u

= b(|κ|−|u|)/2

Y

(b1bbκr +1 xr c=bτr +γr − 1bbκr xr c=τr ),

r∈u

P
where |κ| = r∈u κr . For u = ∅ we take by convention ψuκτ γ (x) = ψ∅ (x) = 1.
The wavelets defined above are not orthogonal nor linearly independent, but they
are nearly so. As observed in [Owe97a],
(6)

b−1
X

ψuκτ γ (x) = 0,

∀u 6= ∅, ∀κ, τ , ∀r ∈ u, ∀γr0 with r 6= r0 ∈ u,

γr =0

Z

(7)

ψuκτ γ (x)ψu0 κ0 τ 0 γ 0 (x) dx = δuu0 δκκ0 δτ τ 0
[0,1)s

Y

(δγr γr0 − b−1 ),

r∈u
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where δ is the Kronecker delta function.
From [Owe97a] any function f ∈ L2 ([0, 1)s ) can be represented as
X
fˆuκτ γ ψuκτ γ ,
(8)
f=
u,κ,τ ,γ

where the coefficients fˆuκτ γ are given by
Z
ˆ
f (x)ψuκτ γ (x) dx.
(9)
fuκτ γ :=
[0,1)s

The coefficients satisfy

X

2
fˆuκτ
γ <∞

u,κ,τ ,γ

and the series (8) converges in L2 ([0, 1)s ). Note that fˆ∅ is simply I(f ), the integral
of the function. Because the wavelets are not linearly independent, they do not
form a basis, and the series expression in (8) for f is not unique. By (6) and (9) it
follows that
(10)

b−1
X

fˆuκτ γ = 0,

∀u 6= ∅, ∀κ, τ , ∀r ∈ u, ∀γr0 with r 6= r0 ∈ u.

γr =0

This condition ensures uniqueness of the representation in (8) in the sense that
whenever
X
cuκτ γ ψuκτ γ ,
f=
u,κ,τ ,γ

where the cuκτ γ satisfy

X

c2uκτ γ < ∞

u,κ,τ ,γ

and
b−1
X

cuκτ γ = 0

∀u 6= ∅, ∀κ, τ , ∀r ∈ u, ∀γr0 with r 6= r0 ∈ u,

γr =0

it follows that
cuκτ γ = fˆuκτ γ

∀u, κ, τ , γ.

The space of integrands, Hwav , considered in this article consists of all wavelet
series whose coefficients converge to zero quickly enough. Let ωuκ denote some
positive scalars defined for all u and κ, satisfying
sup ωuκ < ∞.

(11)

uκ

Define
(12)

(
Hwav =

f ∈ L2 ([0, 1) ) :
s

X

)
−1 ˆ2
ωuκ
fuκτ γ

u,κ,τ ,γ

endowed with the inner product
hf, giHwav =

X

−1 ˆ
ωuκ
fuκτ γ ĝuκτ γ .

u,κ,τ ,γ
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1/2
ω
ˆω
Furthermore, define the scaled wavelets ψuκτ
γ (x) = ωuκ ψuκτ γ (x), and let fuκτ γ =
−1/2
ωuκ fˆuκτ γ . Then integrands in Hwav can be represented as
X
ω
ω
T
fˆuκτ
f=
γ ψuκτ γ = f̂ω ψ ω ,
u,κ,τ ,γ
ω
where f̂ω is the column vector of the coefficients fˆuκτ
γ , and ψ ω is the column vector
ω
.
The
inner
product
and
norm of Hwav can be expressed
of the basis functions ψuκτ
γ
in terms of the scalar product and L2 -norm of the coefficient vectors as follows:
D
E
hf, giHwav = f̂ω , ĝω = f̂ωT ĝω , kf kHwav = f̂ω = (f̂ωT f̂ω )1/2 .
2

2

3. Formulae for the error criteria under scrambled quadrature
Now we turn to the problem of computing the error criteria defined in (2). The
derivations in this section follow the arguments given by [HW01]. A key ingredient
in this analysis is the ∞×∞ matrix whose elements are the expectations of products
of integration errors of any two wavelet functions by a randomized quadrature.
Define


(13)
Λ := EQ∈Qn Err(ψ ω ; Q) Err(ψ ω ; Q)T .
For the worst-case analysis one must assume that the quadrature rule is welldefined for any choice of sample points P . This means that function evaluations
must be bounded linear functionals on the Hilbert space Hwav . To ensure this it is
assumed that
X
X
2
ω
ψuκτ
=
(b − 1)|u| b|κ| ωuκ < ∞,
(14)
γ (x)
u,κ,τ ,γ

uκ

which implies that the series defining the integrands in Hwav is pointwise absolutely
convergent.
For the random-case and average-case error analyses it is only necessary that
the integrand be in L2 ([0, 1)s ), which is guaranteed by the definition of Hwav . For
the average-case error analysis the integrand f is assumed to be defined in terms
ω
of random series coefficients fˆuκτ
γ . Specifically the vector f̂ω of series coefficients
is assumed to have zero mean and covariance matrix Σ. In this article this matrix
is assumed to be block diagonal with blocks of the form
(15)

Σuκτ = σuκ [⊗|u| Hb ],

where the b × b matrix Hb is defined as
(16)

Hb = Ib − b−1 1b 1Tb ,

and ⊗|u| Hb means taking the Kronecker product of Hb with itself |u| times. This
form of the covariance is consistent with condition (10). As noted in [HW01],
D
E
2
Ef ∈Hwav kf kHwav = Ef ∈Hwav hf, f iHwav = Ef ∈Hwav f̂ω , f̂ω = trace(Σ).
2

In order to ensure that this quantity is unity, the positive scalars σuκ must satisfy
the following condition:
X
(b − 1)|u| b|κ| σuκ = 1.
(17)
uκ
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Theorem 1. Consider the case of random quadrature rules applied to integrands
that take the form of wavelet series. The three error criteria defined in (2) are
given by
p
(18a)
ew (Hwav ; Qn ) = trace(Λ), assuming (14),
p
(18b)
er (Hwav ; Qn ) = ρ(Λ),
p
(18c)
ea (Hwav ; Qn ) = trace(ΛΣ), assuming (17).
Proof. To prove (18a), first define the vector ξ̂ Q,ω = Err(ψ ω ; Q) and the function
T

ξQ (x) = ξ̂ Q,ω ψ ω (x) for any quadrature rule Q. By assumption (14) it follows that
the vector ξ̂ Q,ω has finite `2 -norm, and by (6) it follows that ξ̂ Q,ω satisfies (10).
Thus, ξQ ∈ Hwav . For any integrand f = f̂ωT ψ ω ∈ Hwav , its quadrature error may
be expressed as the inner product of f with ξQ :
Err(f ; Q) = f̂ωT Err(ψ ω ; Q) = hf, ξQ iHwav .
Let Bwav denote the unit ball in Hwav . Then applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality yields a tight worst-case error bound for this quadrature rule:
sup | Err(f ; Q)| =

f ∈Bwav

sup
kf kHwav ≤1

hf, ξQ iHwav = kξQ kHwav .

The quantity kξQ kHwav is often called the discrepancy. Note that the discrepancy
may be expressed as the trace of a matrix:
kξQ k2Hwav = k Err(ψ ω ; Q)k22 = Err(ψ ω ; Q)T Err(ψ ω ; Q)
= trace[Err(ψ ω ; Q) Err(ψ ω ; Q)T ].
It follows from thep
definitions in (2a) and (13) that the worst-case error criterion
is ew (Hwav ; Qn ) = trace(Λ).
To prove (18b), it is required to compute the root mean square error in integrating an arbitrary integrand f (x) = f̂ωT ψ ω (x) ∈ Hwav . From the definition in (13) it
follows that
q
(19)
rms | Err(f ; Q)| = f̂ωT Λf̂ω .
Q∈Qn

The random-case error criterion is then given by
er (Hwav ; Qn ) = sup

rms | Err(f ; Q)| =

f ∈Bwav Q∈Qn

p

sup
kf̂ω k2 ≤1

q
f̂ωT Λf̂ω .

f̂ω satisfies (10)

Without condition (10) this would be simply ρ(Λ), the square root of the spectral
radius (largest absolute eigenvalue)
of Λ.
p
In fact, er (Hwav ; Qn ) = ρ(Λ) even with condition (10). To prove this, we
show that the eigenvector v of Λ corresponding to the maximum eigenvalue satisfies constraint (10). By definition Λ is a symmetric, nonnegative definite matrix.
Without loss of generality, assume that the largest eigenvalue is positive. For any
fixed u, κ, τ , r ∈ u, and γ u−{r} , let w be the vector whose uκτ γ elements are all
one for γr = 0, . . . , b − 1 and zero otherwise. By the definition of Λ and (6) it
follows that this w is an eigenvector of Λ with zero eigenvalue, i.e., Λw = 0. Since
Λ is symmetric, wT v = 0, which implies that v satisfies (10).
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For the average-case error criterion defined in (18c), note that the order of the
two root mean squares can be exchanged. Starting from (19) and applying the
standard formulas for expectations of quadratic forms of random variables yields
s
2

ea (Hwav ; Qn ) =

Ef ∈Hwav rms | Err(f ; Q)|
Q∈Qn

q
p
= Ef ∈Hwav [f̂ωT Λsc f̂ω ] = trace(ΛΣ). 
From Theorem 1 it is clear that
(20)

ew (Hwav ; Qsc,n ) ≥ er (Hwav ; Qsc,n ) ≥ ea (Hwav ; Qsc,n ).

Since the matrix Λ is positive semi-definite, its eigenvalues are all nonnegative, and
so its trace must be at least as large as its spectral radius. This proves the first
inequality. The second inequality follows because the trace of ΛΣ is no larger than
ρ(Σ) trace(Λ) = ρ(Σ).
The formulas for the worst-case and average-case errors are quite similar, and
in fact, in a certain sense equivalent. This equivalence in a general setting is wellknown (e.g., see [Rit00]). It is now applied to the problem at hand.
Lemma 2. Consider the case of random quadrature rules applied to integrands that
take the form of wavelet series. Let Hwav be the space defined in (12) in terms of
the parameters ωuκ , and let H̃wav be another such space defined in terms of the
parameters ω̃uκ = ωuκ σuκ , where the σuκ are the parameters used to define Σ in
(15). For any kind of randomized quadrature rule Qn it follows that
ew (H̃wav ; Qn ) = ea (Hwav ; Qn ),
provided (17) holds.
Proof. Given the vector of wavelets ψ ω that defines the space Hwav , and the vector
1/2 ω
ω̃
ψ ω̃ that defines the space H̃wav , it follows that ψuκτ
γ = σuκ ψuκτ γ . Note that
Σ may be written as Σ = Σ1/2 Σ1/2 , where Σ1/2 is block diagonal with blocks
1/2
|u|
|u|
Σ1/2
uκτ = σuκ [⊗ Hb ]. By condition (6) it follows that [⊗ Hb ], acting on the uκτ
1/2
block of ψ ω , leaves it unchanged. Thus, ψ ω̃ = Σ ψ ω .
Let Λ be the matrix associated with Hwav and Λ̃ the matrix associated with
H̃wav . By the definition of these matrices, Theorem 1, and the discussion above,


Λ̃ = EQ∈Qn Err(ψ ω̃ ; Q) Err(ψ ω̃ ; Q)T
h
i
= EQ∈Qn Σ1/2 Err(ψ ω ; Q) Err(ψ ω ; Q)T Σ1/2 = Σ1/2 ΛΣ1/2 .
It then follows that
ew (H̃wav ; Qn ) =

q
q
p
trace(Λ̃) = trace(Σ1/2 ΛΣ1/2 ) = trace(ΛΣ)

= ea (Hwav ; Qn ).
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Now we consider the specific randomization where the quadrature rules are
scrambled as proposed by Owen. For details of this scrambling, readers are referred to [Owe95, Owe00] and the references therein. Although this scrambling is
typically applied to (t, m, s)-nets and (t, s)-sequences, we do not yet need to assume
anything about the points being scrambled. Given any P = {z1 , · · · , zn } as the
initial point set (before scrambling) to be used for quasi-Monte Carlo quadrature
as defined in (1), with wi = 1/n, we denote by Qsc (P ) the space of scrambled
quadratures.
Lemma 3. Let P = {z1 , · · · , zn }. Then Λsc , the matrix Λ defined in (13) for
scrambled quadrature, is a block diagonal matrix whose b|u| × b|u| blocks Λsc
uκτ are
of the form
−1
ωuκ Γuκ (P )[⊗|u| Hb ].
Λsc
uκτ = n

(21)

The gain coefficients Γuκ (P ) of the set P are defined in [Owe97a] as
Γuκ (P ) =

(22)

n Y
X
1
(b1bbκr +1 zir c=bbκr +1 zjr c − 1bbκr zir c=bbκr zjr c ),
n(b − 1)|u| i,j=1 r∈u

and Γ∅ = 0.
Proof. Recall from (7) that
by λuκτ γ,u0 κ0 τ 0 γ 0 . Then

R
[0,1)s

sc
ω
ψuκτ
γ (x) dx = ω∅ δu∅ . Denote the entries of Λ

λuκτ γ,u0 κ0 τ 0 γ 0
= n−2

n
X

EQ∈Qsc (P )




ω
ω
ω∅ δu∅ − ψuκτ
γ (xi ) ω∅ δu0 ∅ − ψu0 κ0 τ 0 γ 0 (xj )

i,j=1

= n−2 (ωuκ ωu0 κ0 )1/2

n
X

EQ∈Qsc (P ) {[δu∅ − ψuκτ γ (xi )] [δu0 ∅ − ψu0 κ0 τ 0 γ 0 (xj )]} .

i,j=1

From [Owe97a, Lemmas 4-5] it is known that
EQ∈Qsc (P ) [ψuκτ γ (xi )ψu0 κ0 τ 0 γ 0 (xj )] = δuu0 δκκ0 δτ τ 0 Υijuκ

Y

(δγr γr0 − b−1 ),

r∈u

where
Υijuκ =

Y
1
(b1bbκr +1 zir c=bbκr +1 zjr c − 1bbκr zir c=bbκr zjr c ).
|u|
(b − 1) r∈u

It then follows from the definition of the gain coefficients in (22) that
λuκτ γ,u0 κ0 τ 0 γ 0
(
0,
=
Q
n−1 ωuκ Γuκ (P ) r∈u (δγr γr0 − b−1 ),

if u 6= u0 or κ 6= κ0 or τ 6= τ 0 ,
otherwise.

This completes the proof of (21).
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Given the formula for Λsc , one can now apply Theorem 1 to compute the three
error criteria for scrambled quadrature rules. These calculations are feasible because Λsc is block diagonal. The simple structure of Λsc results from the good
match between the space of integrands Hwav and Owen’s scrambled quadrature
rules Qsc (P ).
Theorem 4. Consider the case of Owen’s scrambled quadrature rules applied to
integrands that take the form of wavelet series. The three error criteria defined in
(2) are given by

(23a)

ew (Hwav ; Qsc (P )) = n−1/2 

X

1/2
(b − 1)|u| b|κ| ωuκ Γuκ (P )

,

u6=∅,κ

(23b)

assuming (14),
1/2

r
−1/2
,
max {ωuκ Γuκ (P )}
e (Hwav ; Qsc (P )) = n
u6=∅,κ


(23c)

ea (Hwav ; Qsc (P )) = n−1/2 

X

1/2
(b − 1)|u| b|κ| σuκ ωuκ Γuκ (P )

,

u6=∅,κ

assuming (17).
p
Proof. To prove (23a), note from (18a) that ew (Hwav ; Qsc (P )) = trace(Λsc ). This
trace can then be computed by Lemma 3 in straightforward manner to give (23a):
trace(Λsc ) =

X
u6=∅,κ,τ

trace(Λsc
uκτ ) =

X

n−1 (b − 1)|u| b|κ| ωuκ Γuκ .

u6=∅,κ

Formula (23b) follows directly from (18b) and Lemma 3. Formula (23c) is a consequence of (23a) and Lemma 2.


4. Asymptotic behavior of error criteria for nets
The gain coefficients were defined to measure the performance of an arbitrary set
against a simple random sample. Let Qmc,n denote the sample space of the simple
Monte Carlo quadrature, that is, the points in P ∈ Qmc,n are independent and
uniformly distributed over [0, 1)s random variables and the weights are wi = 1/n.
The space Qmc,n is invariant under scrambling. Moreover, EP ∈Qmc,n Γuκ (P ) = 1
for all uκ. This leads to the following formulas in (24) for the error criteria for
classical Monte Carlo quadrature. Note that these three error criteria all decay
proportionally to n−1/2 , but the constants in front are largest for the worst-case
and smallest for the average-case.
Corollary 5. Consider the case of Monte Carlo quadrature rules based on simple
random samples applied to integrands that take the form of wavelet series. The
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three error criteria defined in (2) are

1/2
X
(24a)
(b − 1)|u| b|κ| ωuκ  , assuming (14),
ew (Hwav ; Qmc,n ) = n−1/2 


(24b)

u6=∅,κ

er (Hwav ; Qmc,n ) = n−1/2 max {ωuκ }

,

u6=∅,κ


(24c)

1/2

ea (Hwav ; Qmc,n ) = n−1/2 

X

1/2
(b − 1)|u| b|κ| σuκ ωuκ 

,

u6=∅,κ

assuming (17).
In order for the error criteria to decay faster than O(n−1/2 ), the gain coefficients
must become small or even zero, especially for larger ωuκ . The gain coefficients for
(λ, 0, m, s)-nets and (0, s)-sequences in base b can be computed precisely [Owe97a,
HY00]. For general (λ, t, m, s)-nets and (t, s)-sequences with t > 0, one can only
obtain upper bounds on the gain coefficients [Owe97a, HY00]. In the case of digital
nets and sequences, precise formulae for the gain coefficients can be obtained [NP01,
YH02], but these offer no improvement in the asymptotic decay rates over the
upper bounds on the gain coefficients for general nets and sequences. The results
mentioned in this paragraph are summarized in the following two lemmas.
Lemma 6. Let P be a (λ, t, m, s)-net in base b. Then the gain coefficients of P
have the following upper bounds:
Γuκ (P ) = 0,



Γuκ (P ) ≤ bt

Γuκ (P ) ≤ bt

b+1
b−1

|κ| ≤ m − t − |u|,

|u|
,

m − t − |u| < |κ| ≤ m − t,


b|u| + (b − 2)|u|
,
2(b − 1)|u|

|κ| > m − t.

For the case of t = 0, the gain coefficients can be computed exactly as

−m+|κ|+|u|−1 
h
i
X
1
|u|
0-net
α
|u|−α
m−|κ|
−
λb
(−1)
b
.
Γuκ (P ) = Γuκ (λ, m) =
α
(b − 1)|u|
α=1
The right-hand side reduces to 0 for |κ| ≤ m − |u| and 1 for |κ| ≥ m + 1. Let P
contain the first n terms of a (t, s)-sequence in base b. Let n be expressed as
n = λ0 + λ1 b + · · · + λq bq = · · · 0λq λq−1 · · · λ1 λ0 (base b),
where q = blogb (n)c and where λm ∈ {0, 1, . . . , b − 1}. Then the gain coefficients of
P have the following upper bounds:
|u|+1
|u|+1


b+1
b+1
1
≤ bt+1
.
Γuκ (P ) ≤ bt bmin(t+|κ|+|u|,q+1)
n
b−1
b−1
For t = 0, these gain coefficients can be computed precisely as
Γuκ (P ) =

q+1
X
1
bm Cm Γ0-net
uκ (1, m),
nb(b − 1) m=0
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where C0 = bλ0 (b − λ0 ),
Cm = λm−1 (λm−1 − 1) + bλm (b − λm ) − 2λm−1 λm
+ 2(λm−1 − λm )b−m+1

m−2
X

λh bh ,

m = 1, . . . , q,

h=0

and
Cq+1 = λq (λq − 1) + 2λq b−q

q−1
X

λh bh .

h=0

Lemma 7. Let a > 0 be a scalar, and let u be a subset of {1, . . . , s}. If P is a
(λ, t, m, s)-net in base b, then
X
b−a|κ| Γuκ (P ) = O(n−1−a [log n]s−1 ),
n−1
κ

where n = λbm . If P consists of the first n points of a (t, s)-sequence in base b,
then

−1−a

[log n]s−1 ), 0 < a < 1,
O(n
X
−1
−a|κ|
−2
b
Γuκ (P ) = O(n [log n]s ),
n
a = 1,


−2
s−1
κ
a > 1,
O(n [log n] ),
with constants in the O-notation not depending on n and P .
According to Theorem 1 the asymptotic convergence rates of the three error
criteria depend not only on the decay rates of the gain coefficients, which are given
in the lemma above, but also on the decay rates of the ωuκ (and σuκ for the average
case). From here on it is assumed that


−s
η(b − 1)
|u| −2α|κ|
,
σuκ = 1 +
η |u| b−2β|κ| ,
(25)
ωuκ = θ0 θ1 b
1 − b1−2β
where θ0 , θ1 , η are positive numbers, and α is nonnegative. The summability condition in (14) for worst-case analysis is equivalent to α > 1/2, while condition (11)
is equivalent to α ≥ 0. Condition (17) for the average-case analysis is equivalent
to β > 1/2. The constants α and β determine the asymptotic rates of decay of the
three error criteria.
Let Qsc,n denote Owen’s scrambled quasi-Monte Carlo quadrature using a
(λ, t, m, s)-net with n = λbm points as the node set, where λ = 0, 1, . . . , b − 1
and m = 0, 1, . . . .
Theorem 8. Let the space Hwav be defined as in Section 2, with ωuκ and σuκ given
as in (25). Then for scrambled (λ, t, m, s)-nets in base b the three error criteria have
the following asymptotic orders:
(26a)

ew (Hwav ; Qsc,n ) = O(n−α [log n](s−1)/2 ),

(26b)

er (Hwav ; Qsc,n ) = O(n−α−1/2 ),

(26c)

e (Hwav ; Qsc,n ) = O(n
a

−α−β

α > 1/2,

α ≥ 0,
(s−1)/2

[log n]

),

α ≥ 0, β > 1/2.

Proof. This theorem is obtained by applying the formulas in Lemma 7 to those of
Theorem 1 under the assumption of (25). The key step is to note that the value of

a in the term b−a|κ| determines the asymptotic rate of decay.
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Figure 1. Performance of scrambled (λ, 0, m, s)-net quadrature for the space Hwav with the ωuκ and σuκ specified in
(27). The three reference lines are for Monte Carlo quadrature: ew (Hwav ; Qmc,n ) (solid), er (Hwav ; Qmc,n ) (dashed) and
ea (Hwav ; Qmc,n ) (dot-dashed), respectively.

In the worst-case and average-case settings there are factors of log n, but these
factors disappear in the random-case. The reason for this is the structure of Λsc .
In the random-case setting one looks for the maximum eigenvalue of Λsc , but in
the worst-case and average-case settings one must sum up on the order of [log n]s−1
eigenvalues of the same size.
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The formulae given in Theorem 4 have been evaluated numerically for scrambled
(λ, 0, m, s)-nets in base 11 with λ = 1, . . . , 10 and for s = 4, 7. The ωuκ and σuκ
are assumed to be as follows:
(27)

ωuκ = (6b)−|u| b−2|κ| ,

σuκ = (bs − 1)−1 (1 − b−1 )|u| b−2|κ| .

This corresponds to a choice of α = β = 1 in (25), with the values of θ0 , θ1 ,
and η being chosen for convenience. Conditions (14) and (17) are automatically
satisfied. The worst-case, average-case, and random-case errors for these scrambled
nets are shown in Figure 1. These plots obey the inequalities ew (Hwav ; Qsc,n ) ≥
er (Hwav ; Qsc,n ) ≥ ea (Hwav ; Qsc,n ) given in (20). The three error criteria for simple
Monte Carlo quadrature as given in Theorem 5 are also shown for comparison.
The Monte Carlo error criteria all decay proportional to n−1/2 . These lines
coincide with the scrambled nets for n = 1, and the error criterion for scrambled
net quadrature is never larger than the corresponding criterion for simple Monte
Carlo. The random-case error criterion for scrambled nets decays like O(n−3/2 ), as
expected. Apart from the [log n](s−1)/2 terms, worst-case and average-case criteria
for nets should decay like O(n−1 ) and O(n−2 ), respectively. Their slower than
expected decay is due to the powers of log n. However, since er (Hwav ; Qsc,n ) ≥
ea (Hwav ; Qsc,n ), the powers of log n can never make the average-case error worse
than the random-case. As the dimension s increases, ew (Hwav ; Qsc,n ) increases,
er (Hwav ; Qsc,n ) stays about the same, and ea (Hwav ; Qsc,n ) decreases.
5. Lower bounds for the error criteria
In the previous section the asymptotic convergence rates of worst-case, randomcase and average-case quadrature errors were determined for scrambled net quadrature applied to integrands in Hwav . In this section it is shown that these convergence
rates are optimal, i.e., they are the best possible for any random quadrature rule.
Theorem 9. Let the space Hwav be defined as in Section 2, with ωuκ and σuκ given
as in (25). Then the worst-case and average-case error criteria for this space as
defined in (3) have the lower bounds
(28)
(29)

ew (Hwav , n) ≥ Cw n−α [log n](s−1)/2 ,

α > 1/2,

−α−β

α ≥ 0, β > 1/2,

e (Hwav , n) ≥ Ca n
a

(s−1)/2

[log n]

,

for some constants Cw and Ca that are independent of n.
Proof. This proof proceeds by constructing a function in Hwav that cannot be
integrated very well by any quadrature rule. Let n be any given positive integer.
Choose an integer m such that
(30)

bm−1 < 2n ≤ bm .

For each s-vector ν = (ν1 , . . . , νs ) of nonnegative integers and each s-vector ` =
(`1 , . . . , `s ) of integers 0 ≤ `r < bνj , define the elementary interval in base b as

s 
Y
`r `r + 1
,
.
(31)
Bν` =
bνr bνr
r=1
It is clear that the set of all Bν` is a partition of [0, 1)s into b|ν| elementary intervals
of volume b−|ν| .
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Let P = {x1 , . . . , xn } ⊂ [0, 1)s be any given set of points. We define the function
fν for each ν with |ν| = m by
(
1, for all x ∈ Bν` with Bν` ∩ P = ∅,
fν (x) =
0, otherwise.
Then fν ∈ Hwav and

Z

fν (x) dx ≥ b−m (bm − n) ≥

I(fν ) =
[0,1)s

1
,
2

P
since 2n ≤ bm from (30). Now we define f0 =
|ν|=m fν . Then f0 ∈ Hwav ,
f0 (xi ) = 0 for i = 1, . . . , n, and


X
1 m+s−1
I(fν ) ≥
≥ c1 ms−1 ,
(32)
Err(f0 , Q) = I(f0 ) =
2
s−1
|ν|=m

where c1 is a positive constant.
To complete the proof, the norm of f0 must be estimated. For any |u|-vector κ
and any s-vector ν, the notation κ ≤ ν means that κr ≤ νr for all r ∈ u. The
wavelet series expansion for the function fν defined above is a finite sum:
Z
X
fν (x)ψuκτ γ (x) dx.
fˆν,uκτ γ ψuκτ γ (x), where fˆν,uκτ γ =
fν (x) =
[0,1)s

κ≤ν,τ γ

Note that the set of support for ψuκτ γ is B(κ,0)τ by the definition (31), where (κ, 0)
is the s-vector obtained by padding κ with zeros for all r ∈
/ u. Since kfν k∞ = 1
(|κ|−|u|)/2
|u|
(b − 1) , it follows that
and kψuκτ γ k∞ = b
Z
fν (x)ψuκτ γ (x) dx
fˆν,uκτ γ =
B(κ,0)τ

≤b

−|κ| (|κ|−|u|)/2

b

(b − 1)|u| = (b − 1)|u| b−(|κ|+|u|)/2 .

Based on the above upper bound, the square norm of f0 can now be written as
follows:
X
hfν , fν 0 iHwav
kf0 k2Hwav = hf0 , f0 iHwav =
≤

X
|ν|=|ν 0 |=m

≤

X

X

|ν|=|ν 0 |=m

X

−1 ˆ
ωuκ
fν,uκτ γ fˆν 0 ,uκτ γ

u⊆{1,...,s} τ γ
κ≤min(ν,ν 0 )

X

−|u| 2α|κ|

θ0−1 θ1

b

u⊆{1,...,s} ν,ν 0 ≥κ
0≤|κ|≤m |ν|=|ν 0 |=m

≤ θ0−1 max(1, θ1−s )(b − 1)2s

(b − 1)2|u|



m
X
p=0


b2αp 


X

X

u⊆{1,...,s}
ν,ν 0 ≥κ
|κ|=p
|ν−(κ,0)|=|ν 0 −(κ,0)|=m−p


1
.


≤ (m − p + s − 1)s−1 ways to choose a
Given u and κ, there are m−p+s−1
s−1
nonnegative integer s-vector ν − (κ, 0) with cardinality m − p. Moreover, there are
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subsets u with |u| = q, and for each of them p+q−1
ways to construct a κ with
q−1
|κ| = p. Since

s  
X
s p+q−1
≤ 2s (p + s − 1)s−1 ≤ 2s (m + s − 1)s−1 ,
q
q
−
1
q=0
s
q



2

the upper bound on kf0 kHwav may be written as
kf0 k2Hwav ≤ θ0−1 max(1, θ1−s )(b − 1)2s 2s (m + s − 1)s−1

(33)

×

m
X

(m − p + s − 1)2(s−1) b2αp

p=0

≤ θ0 max(1, θ1−s )(b − 1)2s 2s (m + s − 1)s−1 b2αm
×

m
X

(q + s − 1)2(s−1) b−2αq

q=0

≤ c2 ms−1 b2αm ,
for some c2 depending on b, s, and α, but not on m.
Letting f∗ = f0 / kf0 kHwav , we see that f∗ lies in the unit ball Bwav . Moreover,
from (30), (32) and (33) it follows that
c1 ms−1
c1
= √ m(s−1)/2 b−αm ≥ Cw n−α [log n](s−1)/2
|Err(f∗ , Q)| ≥ √
s−1
2αm
c2
c2 m b
for some constant Cw .
Lemma 2.

This implies (28).

Formula (29) then follows from


Theorem 10. Let the space Hwav be defined as in Section 2, with ωuκ and σuκ
given as in (25). Then the random-case error criterion for this space as defined in
(3) has the lower bound
er (Hwav , n) ≥ Cr n−α−1/2 ,

(34)

α ≥ 0,

for some constant Cr that is independent of n.
Proof. It is sufficient to consider the case with s = 1, since integration in the space
Hwav with s = 1 is no harder than integration in the respective Hwav with s > 1 (the
one-dimensional Hwav can be identified with the subspace of the multidimensional
Hwav consisting of functions depending only on the first variable, or equivalently,
of functions f with fˆuκτ γ = 0 for all u except u = ∅ and u = {1}). By convention
the weights ωuκ in (25) for the one-dimensional case are written as ω∅ = θ0 and
ωκ = θ0 b−2ακ , for κ = 0, 1, 2, . . . . The square norm of the function in Hwav with
s = 1 is
κ
b−1
∞ bX
−1 X
X
2
2 −1
2
−1
ˆ
fˆκτ
kf k = f∅ ω∅ +
γ ωκ ,
κ=0 τ =0 γ=0

where

Z
fˆ∅ =

Z

1

f (x) dx
0

and fˆκτ γ =

1

f (x)ψκτ γ (x) dx.
0
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Let n, m be taken as in (30) in the proof of the previous theorem. Again define
basic intervals


` `+1
Bm` = m , m
, ` = 0, 1, . . . , bm − 1,
b
b
and let g` = 1Bm` (x) be the indicator function of Bm` . It follows that I(g` ) = b−m .
Define
m
bX
−1
ε` g` , where ε` ∈ {1, −1}.
g=
`=0

The norm of this function can be bounded similarly to the proof of the previous
theorem. First the series coefficients of g are bounded as follows: |ĝ∅ | ≤ 1 and
Z (τ +1)b−κ
g(x)ψκτ γ (x) dx ≤ b(κ−1)/2 (b − 1)b−κ = b−(κ+1)/2 (b − 1).
|ĝκτ γ | =
τ b−κ

This gives an upper bound on the norm of g:
b−1
m bX
−1 X
X
κ

2
kgkHwav

=

ω∅−1

+

−1
−1
2
−1
2
ĝκτ
γ ωκ ≤ θ0 + θ0 (b − 1)

κ=0 τ =0 γ=0

m
X

b2ακ ≤ c23 b2αm ,

κ=0

for some constant c3 that is independent of m.
Now consider the functions f` = g` /(c3 bαm ). These f` have disjoint supports
and satisfy
I(f` ) ≥ c3 b

−(α+1)m

,

m
bX
−1

ε` f` ≤ 1 for any ε` ∈ {1, −1}.

`=0

From [Nov88, Section 2.2.4, Proposition 1] it follows that
er (Hwav , n) ≥ c4 b−(α+1)m (bm )1/2 = c4 b−(α+1/2)m ≥ Cr n−α−1/2 .


This completes the proof of (34).

Theorems 8, 9, and 10 may be combined to summarize the main results of this
article, namely that scrambled net quadrature is optimal for Haar wavelet series in
all three settings. We use the standard notation an  bn for nonnegative sequences
an and bn , meaning that there are constants clo , cup > 0 such that clo bn ≤ an ≤
cup bn .
Corollary 11. Let the space Hwav be defined as in Section 2, with ωuκ and σuκ
given as in (25). Let Qsc,n denote Owen’s scrambled quasi-Monte Carlo quadrature
using a (λ, t, m, s)-net with λbm points as the node set, where λ = 0, 1, . . . , b − 1
and m = 0, 1, . . . . Then,
min ew (Hwav ; Qsc,λbm )  ew (Hwav , n)  n−α [log n](s−1)/2 ,

λbm ≤n

min er (Hwav ; Qsc,λbm )  er (Hwav , n)  n−α−1/2 ,

λbm ≤n

min ea (Hwav ; Qsc,λbm )  ea (Hwav , n)  n−α−β [log n](s−1)/2 ,

λbm ≤n

α > 1/2,
α ≥ 0,
α ≥ 0, β > 1/2.

Remark. Usually the gap between worst-case and random-case n-th minimal errors
is not of order more than n1/2 . This is the first time that the authors have encountered a situation where this gap is larger, namely, ew (Hwav , n)/er (Hwav , n) is of the
order n1/2 [log n](s−1)/2 .
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6. Discussion
The parameter α in (25) describes how fast the Haar wavelet coefficients decay
to zero as the resolution increases. This parameter also determines the convergence
rate of scrambled net quadrature in the worst-case, random-case and average-case.
Specifically, an integrand whose Haar wavelet coefficients decay rapidly will be
integrated well by scrambled nets. Thus, in what follows let Hwav,α = Hwav to
show this dependence explicitly.
The connection between smoothness of an integrand and the decay rate of its
Haar wavelet coefficients has been explored in [HH99, HY00]. Let Hp denote the
Hilbert space of functions whose mixed partial derivatives of order up to p in each
coordinate are square integrable. It was shown in [HH99, HY00] that H1 is a
subspace of Hwav,α for α < 1, and H2 is a subspace of Hwav,α for α < 3/2. The
spaces Hp for p > 2 are only subspaces of Hwav,α for α < 3/2, as can be seen by
looking at the function f (x) = x. The problem of changing bases for Walsh series
is discussed by [LP99].
In [HH99, HY00] it was shown that the worst-case errors using scrambled nets
for H1 and H2 are the same as for Hwav,1 and Hwav,3/2 , respectively, even though
the former spaces are a bit larger than the latter. The random-case errors using
scrambled nets for H1 and H2 are O(n−1+ ) and O(n−3/2+ ), respectively, for any
 > 0. Whether  = 0 is possible is an open question.
Although the base b does not affect the convergence rate, it does affect the
definition of the space Hwav,α . Consider the function f (x) = 1[0,a) (x), where a ∈
[0, 1). If a has a terminating expansion in powers of b−1 , then f (x) ∈ Hwav,α for
all α ≥ 0. However, if a does not have a terminating expansion in powers of b−1 ,
then f (x) ∈ Hwav,α only for α < 1/2.
Haar wavelets are related to Walsh series. The effectiveness of (t, m, s)-nets for
integrating multivariate Walsh series has been studied by Larcher, Schmid, and
their collaborators [LT94, LS95a, LS95b, LLNS96, LSW96]. These investigations
considered only deterministic rules in the worst-case setting, and not the randomcase or average-case. The spaces of integrands studied were Banach spaces defined
in terms of the decay rates of the Walsh series coefficients. These spaces are related
to, but different from, the Hilbert spaces of integrands considered here. For the
situation considered by these authors, certain digital nets give optimal convergence
rates in the worst-case setting, but arbitrary nets may be sub-optimal, a distinction
not arising in our analysis.
Entacher [Ent97, Ent98] studied the integration of multivariate Haar wavelets
by (t, m, s)-nets in the worst-case setting. The spaces of Haar series he considered
are analogous to the Banach spaces of Walsh series studied by Larcher, Schmid and
others. His upper bound on the worst-case convergence rate for nets is similar to
Theorem 8. Entacher’s lower bound applies only to nets, whereas our lower bound
is for arbitrary quadrature rules. Moreover, Entacher did not study random-case
or average-case errors.
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